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ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The Department of Words & Deeds, led by
engagement specialist Jane Farrow, is
tasked with gathering public input
through stakeholder interviews,
roundtables, public workshops, written
remarks and an online public survey over
two phases of consultation running from
November 2017 to March 2018.
The final results of the consultation
process will be captured in a Phase 2
Engagement Summary, to be made
publically available on the project website
at brookfieldinstitute.ca/robot-talks/.

SUBMIT YOUR FEEDBACK
Additional written feedback can be
submitted by email at:
feedback@brookfieldinstitute.ca
or by mail to:
Ryerson University
℅ Brookfield Institute for Innovation +
Entrepreneurship
350 Victoria St
Toronto, ON, Canada M5B 2K3

ABOUT THESE INSIGHTS
The following summarizes what we heard
from 112 Ontario stakeholders throughout
Phase 1 public engagement activities.
Views expressed are those of participants
and do not necessarily reflect those of the
authors.
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INTRODUCTION
The Impact of Technological Change on Ontario’s Workforce (working title) is a two-phased
research and public engagement initiative by the Brookfield Institute for Innovation and
Entrepreneurship (BII+E). The study aims to deepen our understanding of the impacts of
automation and technological advances on the labour force of Ontario and provide a robust,
stakeholder-informed evidence base for policies, programs and services aimed at supporting
workers as they adjust, adapt and take advantage of new opportunities presented by technological
disruption. The Impact of Technological Change on Ontario’s Workforce is sponsored by the
Government of Ontario. It builds on a series of recent BII+E publications dedicated to studying
Canada’s innovation economy including Automation Across the Nation, The Talented Mr. Robot and
The State of Canada’s Tech Sector, 2016.
BII+E research has highlighted shifts and disruptions in a variety of Ontario regions and job sectors
due to automation and technological change. Earlier studies revealed that just over 40% of Ontario
jobs are likely to be affected in some way by automation over the next 20 years. While other
studies suggest that only 1% of jobs are fully automatable globally, nearly 50% of job tasks could
be automated based on existing technology (and nearly 18% of occupations could have 70% or
more of their tasks automated in the coming years.) This doesn’t mean that all of these jobs will
disappear but it is very likely that many will change. This study digs deeper to understand how
people, regions and sectors are reacting to, adapting to, anticipating and preparing for automation
in Ontario workplaces.

STUDY + ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The Department of Words & Deeds, led by engagement specialist Jane Farrow, is tasked with
gathering public input through stakeholder interviews, roundtables, public workshops, written
remarks and an online public survey over two phases of consultation running from November 2017
to March 2018. This report summarizes the consultation activities that were carried out in Phase 1.
The final results of the consultation process will be captured in a Phase 2 Engagement Summary, to
be made publically available on the project website at http://brookfieldinstitute.ca/robot-talks/.
The full report, The Impact of Technological Change on Ontario’s Workforce is scheduled to be
released in March 2018.
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All Ontarians are welcome to participate and to contribute their insights via the online survey and
at public workshops that are scheduled to be held in six Ontario communities:
Sudbury: January 25, 2018

Chatham: January 31, 2018

Woodstock: January 29, 2018

London: February 1, 2018

Windsor: January 30, 2018

Kingston: February 6, 2018

Additional details on locations and times available at http://brookfieldinstitute.ca/robot-talks/.

PHASE 1 ENGAGEMENT SCOPE + METHODS
In Phase 1, over the course of 53 interviews and roundtable sessions, the public engagement team
captured input from 112 individual stakeholders representing 35 towns and cities. (See Appendices
for a complete participant list and details of the schedule and discussion materials). Interviews and
workshops were led by Jane Farrow with Rochelle Basen and Kurt Mungal providing facilitation and
note-taking support as the team travelled throughout Ontario in November and December 2017.
Stakeholders we interviewed represented the following sectors:
+

manufacturers + parts suppliers

+

agriculture growers

+

economic development

+

food processing

+

transportation

+

greenhouse workers

+

warehousing + logistics

+

insurance

+

workforce planners

+

finance + banking

+

digital technology + development

+

college career + curriculum planners

+

community services

+

municipal services

+

employment services

+

organized labour

+

high school aged youth

+

newcomers to Canada

+

pharmacy retailers

+

mining + exploration

+

academic researchers
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Figure 1: Phase 1 Engagement At A Glance

Phase 1 consultations followed a discussion guide that was circulated to participants in advance
(see Appendices). The guide included a series of questions aimed at understanding the current
state of workplace automation and how different sectors are responding to automation and
technological change.
Stakeholders who participated in the Phase 1 consultations all have some experience and
familiarity with the broad economic trends and government policy and programs aimed at
addressing workforce disruption. The thoughts they share, therefore, are informed by their
positions on the front lines of assessing, managing, and enacting workplace automation. Phase 2
will include consultations with a broader range of stakeholders who may be able to share more
personal experiences about the impacts of automation in the workplace.
This Phase 1 Engagement Summary was written by Leah Birnbaum Consulting with assistance from
Jane Farrow and Rochelle Basen. It offers insights from Ontarians in different sectors and
communities but does not identify generalizable trends in stakeholder perspectives. This document
is a summary of what we heard, and does not necessarily reflect the views of the authors. As
agreed to by the participants, quotes and ideas are not attributed and participants are identified by
their sector and/or region.
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1. AWARENESS OF WORKPLACE AUTOMATION
Automation in the workplace is happening across all sectors at different speeds and with varying
levels of impact. People’s knowledge or awareness of workplace automation is therefore mixed.
While some are hopeful and embrace the changes that come with automation and new
technologies, others are fearful or exhibit what some call the ‘ostrich response’ — putting their
heads in the sand and hoping that the change will not impact them.
Among those we interviewed, there is a general sense that automation is here, that its scope is
increasing, and that it will disrupt many sectors and change how we work. Many people we spoke
with believe that automation represents a fundamental social and economic shift; akin to the
changes brought on by the steam engine, the loom, or the sewing machine in centuries past. While
many believe this shift is unavoidable, reactions to it range from excitement and curiosity to denial
and fear. People often shared a sense that they must ‘adapt or perish’; the realities of workplace
disruption must be faced now in order to be better prepared for additional changes ahead.

“People are equally scared, hopeful, don’t know, or don’t care. They are
hopeful that with automation work can become more interesting, less
physical, less dangerous. But they also fear their own ability to adapt —
and if they will even be given the opportunity to adapt. It sparks a lot of
emotional reactions.”
- a university researcher in Kingston

UPTAKE BY SECTOR
Workplace automation is a broad term that captures a very wide range of changes that are taking
place in all sectors including manufacturing, mining, agriculture, retail, logistics, warehousing and
more. Each sector has a different story about how automation is or isn’t being adopted; why; and
with what impacts.
Stakeholders told us that the manufacturing sector has largely undergone ‘big automation’ already.
According to a researcher in Windsor, “Looking at the assembly plants, big automation already
took place; big welding robots were the first things we saw. In an assembly plant now you have
people putting in a wiring harness on the dashboard. Little stuff is still done by people; the fine
work.”
In the mining and exploration sector, automation and robotics represent an opportunity to
improve safety and remove humans from dangerous situations. As in all sectors we spoke with,
automation may also present an opportunity to save money. A stakeholder in the mining sector
noted that “mining is a potentially dangerous enterprise. If we can use remote controlled vehicles
it takes people away from dangerous areas. You want to make things safer and you also want to
make things less costly.”
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In logistics and warehousing, tasks like picking and packing items are now being automated. This
shift requires considerable capital investment and is transforming the whole industry and
workforce. A participant in Windsor who researches this area described some of the changes that
have taken place: “Warehousing is getting an update. Machines do the large picking but picking up
small pieces is challenging for machines – humans still have to do this. Now a robot brings the bin
so that a human picker can select the item. Warehouse or assembly line work is very physically
demanding so as people get older it’s harder. Some people might not like sitting all day picking
from a bin, but it is good for job longevity.”
In the agriculture and food processing sector companies are actively embracing robotics and
automation, particularly for tasks that are routine, repetitive, unsafe or where working conditions
are undesirable making it difficult to secure a stable supply of labour. We heard of an egg grading
facility that automated the loading of egg boxes onto pallets. The change improved health and
safety by eliminating the stress and injury associated with repeated lifting.

“Finding reliable, local labour is a massive problem, particularly in
agriculture and farming. Automation has allowed for the work to proceed
without delays due to labour shortages.”
- a stakeholder in the agricultural sector
The retail and service sector is using automation in the form of self-checkouts, self-serve machines, and
chatbots to handle routine customer service inquiries. A stakeholder in the insurance sector told us that
“automated claims systems are being embraced by employees because clients have the expectation of being
able to make a claim 24/7. With automated claims systems, employees don’t have to work late shifts,
increasing their quality of life.” The finance sector is pro-actively exploring and experimenting with
automation and artificial intelligence. Participants told us that many banking jobs are becoming increasingly
tech-oriented; blurring the lines between financial and tech sector jobs.
KEY POINTS FROM SECTION 1: AWARENESS OF WORKPLACE AUTOMATION
Stakeholders interviewed identified four main factors influencing awareness of workplace
automation:
+

Automation can enter the workplace many different ways – it’s not all robots in factories.

+

Different sectors adopt automation for different reasons and to different degrees.

+

Automating a task may or may not take that task away from a human worker. It may make
the task safer or more effective.

+

Automation is increasing the need for technological skills in a wide variety of jobs and
sectors.
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2. DRIVERS OF WORKPLACE AUTOMATION
Why do companies automate? What drives them to invest in automation and alter their way of
doing business? While different stakeholders emphasized different motivations, no one factor
adequately explains the move toward automation. Our interviews point to four main drivers:
protecting profits as labour costs rise, responding to a shortage of appropriate labour, global
competition, and responding to a consumer desire for automation in certain sectors.

LABOUR COST
We heard from stakeholders in a range of sectors that the cost of labour - and its anticipated
increase 1 - are a key motivator to invest in automation. A participant from a chamber of commerce
told us that “if employees are going to cost more, they need to produce more value. And the way
to do that is through automation.” He gave the example of self-serve checkouts where there can
now be one person checking out six customers at once: “using automation to create more value
per employee justifies the additional labour costs.”

“The biggest thing the government has done for automation is raising the
minimum wage. We’ve been subsidizing business owners with below
market labour and it’s been disincentivizing automation. Now that they’ll
have to pay closer to market rates for labour they will be more
incentivized to automate.”
- a stakeholder in economic development

LABOUR SHORTAGE
While saving on labour costs is a driver of automation for some, a lack of access to appropriatelyskilled labour was also cited as a motivator to automate. A workforce planner reported that some
businesses struggle to fill technology jobs: “It’s not a wage issue. There are incentives and the
wages are competitive.”
For agricultural producers whose labour needs peak at particular times of the season or year,
automation offers a solution. A stakeholder in agriculture spoke of the surge in labour that is
needed at harvest time: “Growers need labour to grow, harvest and pack the produce and timing is
critical but the dependability of that labour is a problem. And if people are being asked to work
long days they will do it for a while but then they will call in sick creating a big problem at the farm
or greenhouse.”

1 The Fair Workplaces, Better Jobs Act, 2017 (Bill 148) was passed by the Ontario legislature in October, 2017. It will increase minimum wage to $15
per hour by January 2019 and requires employers to pay seasonal and part-time workers on par with full-time employees.
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Access to stable, reliable labour varies across the province. Some areas are experiencing a shortage
that is impacting businesses – requiring that franchise owners reduce their hours of operation, for
example. When discussing a shortage of labour, participants began telling us about all the other
factors that contribute to it. One workforce planner explained: “People have to consider things like
transportation and child care before taking on a job. From the outside it looks like a lack of work
ethic. People may be inhibited in finding suitable work by external factors — but that doesn’t get
shared with the employers so the employers think they have a poor work ethic. So automation can
support retailers by easing their need for labour, especially if that labour doesn’t exist or is very
unstable.”
Automation reduces the dependency on human workers and is therefore appealing to businesses
that experience or perceive a labour shortage. A participant in Woodstock told us that “in
manufacturing every company is looking to automate. We have to manage an aging workforce,
improve efficiency, reduce injuries, manage a sometimes complacent workforce, and manage
productivity when you have workers calling in sick.”

A farmer in Owen Sound told us that the prime motivator to put in a dairy
robot was lack of labour: “If you want someone decent with dairy herd
experience it’s at least $50,000 a year, plus extras, if you can find them.
It’s very hard to find someone to work on a farm, every single day. There
are no holidays.”
GLOBALIZATION
Economic globalization means that factories, producers, and other businesses in Ontario are
competing with businesses around the world. According to the stakeholders we spoke with, global
competition tends to drive down prices and wages making it more difficult for Ontario enterprises
to compete. This provides an incentive to automate both to increase productivity and to reduce
labour costs. In some sectors, globalization has led people to worry that jobs could be lost to
locations with access to cheaper labour.

A stakeholder in the auto sector pointed out how the automated weld
shop in Ingersoll compares with another in Mexico: “They built the exact
same weld shop in Mexico; paid the same money for the robots; so there’s
only one other variable – in Mexico they’re not making $35 an hour. Auto
manufacturers don’t care where they build, they just want the robot.
People understand why they are automating – it’s always about
efficiency. If you don’t embrace it you’ll be left behind.”
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In the agriculture sector, we heard that globalization restricts the prices that producers can charge.
Speaking about food processors and tight margins, one stakeholder told us: “a lot of them are
producing for grocery store brands and there are very strict prices. The lowest price gets the
contract. They can’t increase prices because they’re competing with U.S. and offshore companies.”
The inevitability of having to compete globally came up in several interviews. In the mining sector
we heard that “if you want to thrive you need to move global. The growth in mining isn’t
happening here; it’s happening elsewhere. We need to get into those markets.”

CONSUMER DESIRE FOR AUTOMATION
Part of the motivation to pursue automation is that people expect it. Automation is present in
many aspects of our lives — from bank machines to online shopping to self-serve checkouts. Some
of the people we spoke with bemoaned the fact that people enjoy making use of automation as
consumers of products and services but do not always embrace it in their own workplaces. A
participant in municipal services told us that “people are moving to online shopping; they like the
convenience of it for shopping, but they don’t want it to take away their jobs. We have
contradictory responses to automation as consumers versus as workers.” Illustrating that
consumer expectations have changed, a stakeholder in the banking sector said “If we don’t change
with what our customers want, we won’t be in existence.”

KEY POINTS FROM SECTION 2: DRIVERS OF WORKPLACE AUTOMATION
Stakeholders told us that companies choose to automate for different reasons:
+

to save money on labour because labour is getting more expensive;

+

to reduce dependence on labour because labour is unreliable, unavailable, or difficult to
access;

+

to respond to a need to innovate and compete globally;

+

to respond to consumer desire for innovative technologies and services.
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3. I M P A C T S O F W O R K P L A C E A U T O M A T I O N
As companies automate, what are the impacts? The prevailing view may be that as automation
arrives, jobs are simply lost. However, in our consultations, we heard that the reality is more
complicated. Jobs may be lost but other kinds of jobs may be gained. New jobs may come with
higher incomes; they may pay less. The impact of automation on people’s quality of work life is
also variable. People reported that working with robots can be liberating and inspiring; it can also
be demoralizing. This section explores a range of impacts of automation upon Ontario workplaces,
as reported in our interviews.

JOBS CAN BE LOST
The stakeholders we spoke with acknowledged that automation does lead to certain kinds of jobs
being lost. We heard that automation replaces human labour in particular when that work is
unsafe, when it involves repetitive, routine tasks and when the working conditions take place in
difficult conditions making the jobs hard to reliably fill. The impact of these losses depends on the
extent of the job loss within the community as well as the extent to which individual workers are
trained – or can be trained – to take on different roles. Not surprisingly, the impact of job loss on a
community depends on how extensive those losses are.

“One workplace automating won’t hurt a community too badly. But
automating in all sectors could lead to loss of buying power and then the
whole community hurts.”
- a stakeholder in the auto sector
A participant from the auto industry described the job loss due to automation that happened in the
past: “35 years ago, you would have had 1000 people in the weld shop. Now we have 100 and we
produce more than we ever have.” A participant in London noted that jobs will be lost but others
may be created: “There will be some job losses where the automation replaces the manual, low
skilled labour. But you’re going to have higher skilled labour working with the automation and
overseeing the controls and the inevitable troubleshooting.”

JOBS CAN CHANGE IN SKILL LEVEL
Automation also brings with it new, higher skilled jobs. Stakeholders in a few different sectors told
us that a new hybrid type of job is being created: one that requires combined skills in technology,
mechanics, and engineering. A representative of the mining sector told us that the kind of worker
they will need is “not an engineer, and not a mechanic – it’s somewhere in between. The person
underground will be asked to work on all machines. He’ll [sic] need to know more engineering than
a regular mechanic.”
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As new jobs are created, the same workers may not qualify for them. Training new workers for
appropriate skills and retraining existing workers to adapt to change is a key challenge that
stakeholders are rising to. A representative in the education sector from Hanover told us that
automation is “encouraging young people to look at jobs in technology – in building and
maintaining the robots that will be in charge of that [manufacturing] process. People know that’s
going to happen so they’re encouraging robotic skills.”
In the mining sector, participants told us that following the substantial job shedding of the 1990s
and 2000s the number of jobs has remained relatively constant but the work has changed. With
automation, mines need workers who can both operate and maintain the machinery that replaces
the manual labour. “The level of sophistication or education that miners need to work in a digital
world – in an automated world – increases. The nature of work has been transforming to more
service jobs such as maintenance and sophisticated operator training. Workers are needed to make
sure these automated vehicles and automated systems can produce efficiently and safely.”

JOB NUMBERS CAN BE STABLE OR INCREASE WITH PRODUCTIVITY
Stakeholders across sectors told us that automation often increases productivity because the
machines can work longer hours in all conditions. As productivity increases, the workplace may
grow, creating new jobs. In the agricultural sector, we heard that robots are better than humans at
sorting and grading products like eggs, soybeans and seeds. If products are sorted very accurately
and consistently it can lead to increases in profits and margins. Automation can also lead to the
same number of workers generating more output.

A baker in Toronto told us “at the beginning everything was handmade.
The productivity has improved ten times since it was automated. The
company has been growing from 50-100% each year so there’s a net
creation of jobs but the output per person has increased tenfold.”
The predictability that automation offers can lead to more certainty and predictability for the
human workforce that complements it. An economic development advisor explained: “When you
have a machine that has a fixed capacity and can deliver that capacity on an ongoing basis, you
have people tending that machine on a full time basis as well. With hand labour, productivity is
more variable because there is a constant churn; you always have people who are not as
productive. So when productivity is unstable, work is unstable. When productivity is fixed, work is
more fixed.”
Because the prevailing public opinion may be that automation takes jobs away, it can be difficult
for employees to embrace change when it arrives. The impacts of automation can vary so widely,
however, that sometimes there are surprises. A participant in ice cream production illustrated: “We
bought a liquid filling machine for filling milk. People were hesitant; they thought it would replace
someone. But actually it was so fast, it created more labour. We needed more people. The jobs
may change, but they won’t be gone. Before we had a filling machine, someone would stand and
fill the bag and seal it and the put it in a box, then someone would take the box away. It was a
PHASE
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two-person job. Now the machine fills ten bags a minute and we need three people handling the
boxes.”

INCOMES CAN GO DOWN
Stakeholders reported that the impact of automation on people’s incomes is mostly negative:
people tend to earn less. According to one economic development worker, the lower-paid jobs are
looked upon with disdain by workers who lost higher-paying jobs. “People say I’m not getting out
of bed for that money. 50 hours a week or more doing back-breaking work. Why would someone
do that for a dollar over minimum wage?”
Some towns like London, Ontario, are finding that even when full-time work is available,
workforce participation is low. Stakeholders attribute this to people’s unwillingness to accept lowpaid, insecure work after losing a job to automation: “A person in manufacturing can get a job
again but not at the same income.”

SKILLS CAN BE DE-VALUED
Automation affects not only job numbers and wages; it impacts workers in subtler ways as well.
Skilled tradespeople have reported feeling resentful or disappointed that automation is reducing
opportunities to use their trade-related skills; devaluing the artistic side of their skills in designing,
building, and fixing things.
Reflecting on his career in Sudbury, a participant fondly remembered the time before automation
when he was able to hone and exercise his skills: “The best part of my career was working in the
mechanic shop in the 80s and 90s. We did everything by hand and had to make our own drawings
and models to solve problems. We kept one locomotive going for over a hundred years – the U.S.
manufacturer came to our mine to witness it because they couldn’t believe we kept it in active
service that long. Now you’re mostly pushing buttons.”

A baker in Toronto observed that after the bakery was automated, the
specialized skill level for workers went down: “It’s a little counterintuitive
but the skill level has been reduced. Shaping bread by hand is a fairly
skilled position. Now that it’s automated you’ve got someone pushing
buttons.”
While tradespeople are still valued and needed, stakeholders told us that the way trades are used
today doesn’t draw on the same nuanced skills of the craft that it once did. A participant in the
auto industry noted “an electrician today isn’t the same as it was 20 years ago. Before you looked
at a ton of wires; testing each one to find the problem. Now you use a touch screen interface to
troubleshoot. The job has been depleted a bit with the ease of troubleshooting.”
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Participants reported that employers are looking for innovative ways to keep workers engaged and
to keep up morale in workplaces where the work itself is not very engaging, challenging or
satisfying. In the mines in Sudbury, one participant noted the importance of making workers feel
needed when their work is detached from the physical mining work. Referring to a worker
operating an underground autonomous vehicle from above-ground, he notes “The operator still
has a role in the process – using their experience and all their senses to understand what’s
happening. They need to feel like a valued asset in the mine.”
Another stakeholder in municipal economic development explained: “How do we keep new
younger workers engaged and interested? The work is boring; they’re simply managing a machine.
They [companies] talk about gamification in workplace. For example, [a high tech manufacturer]
has plants all over the world and they organize competitions with each other.”

AUTOMATION CAN BE LIBERATING
The impact of automation on workers and workplace morale is not always negative. We also heard
stories of automation being liberating. Farmers were freed from having to constantly tend to their
livestock in person; service workers were able to devote more time to complex matters; and miners
were able to avoid the most dangerous parts of the job, improving health and safety.
In the insurance industry we heard that they are automating some of the more routine or
straightforward claims. This allows staff to focus on complicated claims without needing to rush
through them to respond to every individual call.
In mining, we were told that innovations are designed to improve productivity, health and safety,
or both. For instance, robotic loaders or scoop trams keep workers away from the rock face and
prevent them from having to work under unsupported ground. The robotic arms also improve the
workers’ ability to test each drill hole resulting in cleaner, safer blasts and more stable production.
Keeping workers out of potential harm’s way frees the company from the risk of losses and frees
workers and their families from the risks of injury or death. As one participant explained, “getting
squishy things out of the mine is the goal.”
In agriculture, automation can take over some of the burden of monitoring crops and livestock. In
dairy farming, we heard that robotic milking, accompanied by computerized testing and cameras in
the barn not only increased productivity, it also allowed dairy farmers to enjoy a higher quality of
life. “Instead of getting dressed and walking over to the barn at two in the morning, I can check the
calving pen on my phone while lying in bed” explained one farmer.
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KEY POINTS FROM SECTION 3: IMPACTS OF WORKPLACE AUTOMATION
Stakeholders reported that the impact of automation on people and on workplaces is not
necessarily predictable. Impacts are variable and can be contradictory in different settings:
+

Automation can result in jobs lost through replacement of human workers by machines.

+

Automation can result in jobs gained through increased productivity within a workplace.

+

Automation can create new, higher-skilled, higher paying jobs – but fewer of them.

+

Automation can lead to devaluing certain trade-related skills and when workers don’t get to
use their specialized skills they can feel demoralized.

+

The experience of working within an automated workplace can be boring. Workplaces have
tried ways of compensating for this.

+

Automation can also be liberating by freeing people up for more complex tasks or by giving
data clerks, service workers or farmers a break.
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4. C H A L L E N G E S W I T H W O R K P L A C E A U T O M A T I O N
The stakeholders we interviewed offered insights into why industries adopt automation and what
impact this has on jobs, on workers, on which skills are sought after, on workplace morale and on
lifestyle options. Stakeholders also shared their thoughts on some problems that are brought on by
(or exacerbated by) automation. Some challenges are associated with labour including a gap
between available jobs and available workers, training needs, and the connection of education
opportunities with on-the-job skills. Other challenges are associated with the process of
automation itself such as the need for automation to roll out uniformly across networked
businesses and sectors for maximum benefit, and challenges faced by communities where
businesses are closed due to automation in their sector. Finally, we heard that automation may
exacerbate existing challenges to gender equity in the workplace and further limit the workplace
options available to people who do low-skilled work.

PEOPLE WITHOUT JOBS AND JOBS WITHOUT PEOPLE
Stakeholders told us that employers are struggling to fill certain jobs and that students and young
people are being encouraged to aspire to jobs that don’t exist; hence there are people without jobs
and jobs without people. While this challenge isn’t strictly tied to automation, stakeholders felt
that automation presented a solution for employers who cannot fill jobs and that a lack of
knowledge about the technological sophistication of some workplaces discourages young people
from pursuing them.
We heard from various stakeholders across sectors that young people are not being encouraged to
seek out jobs in manufacturing. Those who offer career advice such as parents, guidance
counselors and teachers have typically discouraged the younger generation from seeking
employment in factories and trades despite the fact that this is where the jobs continue to be.

A stakeholder in Windsor told us that she was encouraged to go to
university and get a government job while both her parents had worked
in manufacturing. “My parents instilled in me that it’s not a secure job to
work in auto manufacturing. Around the supper table there were talks
about shutting down the plant unless the union makes concessions.”
We heard from workforce planners and community service delivery agencies that guidance
counselors are steering students away from pursuing skilled trades and manufacturing jobs.
Stakeholders felt this was short sighted: “Guidance counselors only know the academic world.
They don’t have the lens to share all the opportunities.” Similarly, when a new high school was
being planned near Windsor, workforce planners pushed to have a shop class included in the new
school. They told us that parents didn’t want their kids pursuing the trades and the young people
didn’t want those jobs. However, they felt that these views may be based on a misconception of
what those jobs actually entail.
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In contrast, some participants told us that the attitudes about factory and manufacturing work are
starting to shift. Some young people are starting to ‘buck the trend’ of going to university as their
parents and advisors recommend and are getting into the skilled trades and technology training.
These young people see this career path as a way to avoid accumulating a heavy student debt and
possibly facing few job prospects upon graduation.

SKILLS GAP
We heard throughout our interviews that automation has brought to light skills gaps in the
workforce. Employers told us that some workers are eager to learn new skills and adapt to changes
in the workplace while others are not. This applies across all age groups although mid-career
workers who have not been working in offices and have few computer skills may have the hardest
time adapting or finding new employment. A stakeholder in the manufacturing sector noted that
when existing workers are not willing or able to learn new skills, the company loses valuable
institutional knowledge: “Some people are learners, and want a challenge. There are some 55 year
olds who are like that. Others say ‘I’m out of here, I can’t learn that’, and they leave. Then we lose
process knowledge, product knowledge, and company knowledge.”
Employers and workforce planners we spoke with highlighted two major gaps in the workforce that
present challenges. First, many workers lack basic computer skills. While traditional manufacturing
and trades jobs may not have needed computer literacy or proficiency, most jobs now do. Second,
stakeholders told us that soft skills are lacking. These include an openness to learning new skills,
team-building skills, reliability, and communication skills. When soft skills are lacking or are
undeveloped, adapting to workplace change becomes more difficult.

Computer skills are now needed at every level
Many stakeholders told us that computer skills are needed in nearly all jobs in all sectors. This can
become an issue for those attempting to find new employment after working where those skills
weren’t needed. Even if a job itself requires no computer or technology skills, employers are
increasingly using on-line application and screening processes that require applicants to have basic
computer literacy. From a workforce planner we heard: “In our older demographic, they’re out of
the loop technologically. I see a lot them in the resource centre and they’re calling on our staff all
the time for simple things like attaching a document to an email. One of the biggest problems for
people is applying online; we do a workshop on how to apply online because people don’t know.”
Stakeholders in employment services told us that “people need to use technology for point-ofsale, inventory, plant automation; also getting schedules from online portals. It’s another barrier in
the workplace for people who are not comfortable with technology.” A researcher in Windsor
echoed these concerns: “You need to be literate; have basic computing skills. Those basic skills are
kind of missing.”
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Soft skills are lacking
Stakeholders across sectors also told us that although soft skills are highly desirable in the
workplace, employers report they are hard to find in new recruits. A stakeholder in the
manufacturing sector told us that while technological skill is important, “it also needs to be tied to
soft skills; learning one but not the other is still creating issues for employers.” Finding potential
workers with what he terms “essential employability” is a challenge.

“We have manufacturers saying give me somebody who wants to show
up for work and wants to learn and I will pay them to become a
millwright. That’s a big commitment to somebody over three years of
training.”
- a stakeholder in the manufacturing sector
A municipal worker speculated that finding people with soft skills may be more difficult in rural
areas: “Employers are having trouble finding the labour force to fill the positions needed. Even soft
skills are hard to find. People entering the workforce aren’t accountable to a schedule, they don’t
have team-building, customer service skills. We’re a rural community so those higher skilled
people don’t know about the opportunities in our small community. They take their skills to the
city.”

Young people’s job expectations are unrealistic
A further challenge that people spoke of was that young people who are entering the workforce
have unrealistic expectations of what awaits them. Some stakeholders attributed this to an
education system that doesn’t fully understand (and therefore doesn’t teach about) the current
realities of work. Others speculated that the young people themselves are not adequately
preparing themselves with the variety of skills and adaptive capacities they will need to succeed.
The information that students are getting about careers is, according to one stakeholder, “old, out
of date, and incorrect. They are getting it in grade 10, which is too late. The careers class should not
be about aspirational career choices but based on labour market realities. The career class is
unicorn generating. Kids who get into co-op classes do better.”
A stakeholder in Leamington told us that “the youth are thinking only of one job. They’re not
seeing the range of skills they need to enhance and grow. They’re putting on blinders and heading
for one job they think they will get. They’re not seeing that they may have five different careers.”

COLLEGE-EMPLOYER TENSION
In our interviews, we heard that there is a tension between what employers say they need in terms
of trained workers and what they believe the colleges are producing in graduates. At the same
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time, we heard that employers’ expectations for the availability of job-ready college graduates are
unrealistic and that they need to offer on-the-job training for skills specific to their needs. As the
world of automation and technological innovations is changing rapidly, it may be impossible for
even the nimblest training institution to continually adapt and train people to meet ever-changing
needs and standards. We did also hear of some success stories – innovative college programs that
are successfully training people for in-demand skills.

College offerings are not up-to-date
The employers and workforce analysts we interviewed feel that colleges could do a better job of
preparing students for the jobs available. There is some sense that colleges are motivated to admit
and graduate as many people as possible with inadequate concern for which skills are most
needed in the job market. While this impression may not bear out, we did hear that training
programs for the jobs of, for example, paramedics, teachers, vet technicians, and police officers
generate too many people who are trained for jobs that are not available.
A participant in Kingston summarized the challenge with an apt hockey metaphor: “We need a
little more of the Wayne Gretzky effect with education systems. We need to be going towards
where the puck is going, not where the puck is now. So many people going into teaching and
police colleges where there aren’t actually jobs.”
While we were told that there is considerable tension between what colleges produce and what
some employers say they want, we did also hear some success stories. Two programs were
mentioned: Fanshawe College’s program for solar power technicians and St Lawrence College’s
wind turbine certificate program. Both programs were praised for looking to future workforce needs
and developing programs to train for them.

“St. Lawrence [College] took a leap of faith when they introduced a wind
turbine technician program. At the time there weren’t too many wind
turbines but now the world is their oyster. They did their research to
know it was going to be in demand. That is leadership.”
- a workforce planner in Kingston
This issue will be difficult to resolve. Workforce planners and educators told us that even if colleges
wanted to offer courses for jobs that are consistently seeking recruits, the fields are moving and
changing so quickly that it is difficult to find qualified teachers. Curriculum development also takes
time and resources. The challenge of finding qualified instructors is not lost on workforce planners.
A stakeholder in Sudbury raised the question of whether this is a responsibility that colleges need
to address: “Colleges are having trouble recruiting skilled-trades people to teach. Who is going to
teach people to do the work? Or is it the employers’ responsibility?”
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Employer’s expectations are too high
Employers have high expectations of new recruits and job-seekers. Stakeholders told us that while
employers may have legitimate concerns about the types of skills that people are acquiring through
their education, they also bear a responsibility for providing on-the-job training specific to their
needs. A representative of a college noted that “Every workplace is very specific in what it’s doing.
There are a thousand pieces of software and colleges can’t teach a thousand software programs so
employers can’t expect grads to know the specific one they use. The onus is on employers for on
the job training. There’s an unrealistically high expectation from employers for people to know
specific software.” In a related concern, many spoke of employers’ unrealistic expectations for
entry-level skills. “The employer is asking for the wrong things and asking for so much experience.
I can’t get experience if I can’t get my first job.”

TRAINING CHALLENGES
People who are in the workforce may need help learning and up-skilling to adapt to new workforce
realities. However, stakeholders across sectors told us that the need to train or re-train workers for
new or updated workplaces presents its own challenges. These include the cost of training for
employers, either direct costs or in loss of labour time; the risk that newly trained workers will
leave or be ‘poached’ by other employers; and the challenge of designing and delivering effective
training programs. Another challenge we heard was that people have uneven access to effective
training programs based on their location or employment status.

Cost of training and lost time
Even where people are willing and able to learn and be re-trained, other challenges remain. An
employer in the technology sector in Toronto told us that even if a company is willing to pay for an
employee to be re-trained, the re-training takes time. “then do I just lose the employee for two
years? I lose their work but pay the wage and pay for two years of school? It’s too much.”
A stakeholder in manufacturing told us about a food production factory that partnered with a
college to offer a class in food processing training. The class only lasted one year because the
workers were so busy in production that they could not leave the facility in numbers that made it
viable for the college to offer the course. Similarly, another facility turned down a training program
with National Resources Canada “because they’re too busy making stuff.”
Accessing, funding, designing and implementing on-the-job training presents many challenges for
both employers and employees. Failing to fully embrace training carries some business risks as
well, we heard. A technology provider told us that some of their customers buy new technologies
but then don’t take full advantage of what they can do: “I remember putting a quality control
system on the floor of a local pharmaceutical company. They trained them on the new system.
They can only take the system to a certain level because they haven’t continued to train the
workforce. They should be able to customize and use the machine to its full potential but they
don’t have the confidence.”
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Poaching
Some stakeholders we spoke with allowed that there is a disincentive for employers to invest in
training workers because they may then be more likely to leave the company for other
opportunities. As a stakeholder in employment services told us, “A lot of employers are nervous
about career development because they think people are going to leave. But the alternative is that
they don’t get trained and they stay forever. We always try to tell employers that they need to train
up all the employees or else the less skilled will stay and the more skilled will leave.” Another
participant told us that people tend to stay and find employment where they are trained and that
this can put a strain on smaller communities that don’t have the educational facilities.
The issue of poaching trained workers came up in several different sectors. In manufacturing, we
heard that “the smaller manufacturers do the bulk of training, but they can’t pay as well as the
larger ones, so they lose workers to the larger manufacturer when they’re done their training.
Larger manufacturers benefit from smaller ones paying for the training.”
Similar issues arise in the mining sector. “Mining companies used to do their own training. Today
they don’t – they will hire an apprentice or someone from another company who is already
trained; poach them with better benefits and higher wages. You see that a lot in the mining supply
and service area.”

Ineffective training techniques
Not all training works, participants told us. On-the-job training was seen by many stakeholders to
be the most effective because it allows workers to actually experience the changes to the tasks
they perform. Pre-recorded, non-interactive webinars or remote training techniques were not
highly thought of. One participant in Toronto said: “Digital training needs to be paired with an inperson mentorship program where a small group learns together.”

Uneven access to training
A further challenge that many stakeholders talked about with respect to training is that not
everyone can access it. Where grants are available for training, eligibility requirements exclude
some people. One participant told us that “If you’re a sole proprietor, you’re not eligible for a job
grant. They’re pushing entrepreneurship but if you start a business you’re on your own for access
to funding.”
Further, re-training programs may only be available for certain topics and only to those who meet
certain criteria: A municipal worker said: “from our perspective, it’s not working. There are lots of
hoops to jump through. The training opportunities are fairly narrow and it’s questionable whether
it is based on accurate labour supply info.”
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SLOW OR UNEVEN ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Companies that want to embrace automation may face obstacles associated with the pace and
scale at which innovations are being implemented. The rate of technological change, we were told,
is limited by the rate of adoption. One challenge that we heard about in interviews is that even
where technological improvements are available, businesses may not be able to adopt them if
others in their networks don’t do the same.
An entrepreneur in Toronto told us: “We can’t innovate without our suppliers, their customers,
their staff, and everyone being on board with the new way. For example, we wanted to switch to a
fully automated bookkeeping system but no accounting firm uses it. They’re all QuickBooks
customers so that’s what we have to use. It’s hard to innovate because people cling to the
established way of doing things.” Similarly, in the food industry, technological innovations in one
aspect of the industry necessarily influences the others. “Everything is becoming digital. Our
products that we sell to grocery and food distributors have to be input into a virtual catalogue
system. It’s a database with all the nutritional information and everything and the big chains use it
for their ordering.”

AUTOMATION AND GENDER IN THE WORKPLACE
Workplace automation does not impact everyone in the same way. Throughout our interviews, we
heard stories of how changes to the workplace will impact or have impacted women differently
than men. First, women are less likely to be trained in the skilled trades or engineering and may
therefore have less access to the kinds of jobs that may be generated by a shift to automation.
Second, women are more likely to experience periods of unpaid labour while they are caring for
others. Re-entering the workforce after a gap in employment is a challenge that women have
always faced; with job losses or job changes due to automation, they now compete with many
others when looking to re-enter the workforce. Lastly, some stakeholders told us that women
might be well positioned to take on roles that are likely to grow in importance if routine work is
automated, for example those requiring people-skills and customer service experience.

Fewer women pursue skilled trades and technology jobs
Stakeholders spoke of inherent gender biases against women looking to enter skilled-trade
apprenticeship and training programs. A representative of a college said: “the percentage of
women enrolled in apprenticeships in skilled trades is very small. Early exposure determines a lot
about whether a young woman will have the confidence to explore the skilled trades.” Participants
told us of several barriers for women in pursuing the skilled trades. They may not be exposed to
the option; particularly if their high school doesn’t have a shop class. Even if it does, young women
may not feel comfortable taking it. Women are also less likely to be exposed to shop skills or tools
by family members at home.
An auto sector worker spoke of the efforts they make to address gender imbalance:
“Apprenticeships are completed based on a point system – you get points for high school marks,
for college credits in technical courses, and for work experience. We’ve looked at the points system
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to address the inherent gender bias. When there’s a huge difference in the points, there’s nothing
we can do. But if the women and men are close in points, there is wiggle room.”

“There are way more males than females in new tech jobs. Most of these
new jobs are in engineering and it’s mostly males. There’s also very low
retention of females in these areas. Women run into a lot of issues in
these industries – harassment, glass ceilings etc.”
- a workforce planner in Windsor

Re-entering the workforce
Some stakeholders suggested that women re-entering the workforce after a pause in paid
employment may be disproportionately affected by the increasing requirements for job-seekers to
be up-to-date on computer skills and technological innovations. If a workplace is losing jobs due
to automation, stakeholders reported that women who have been on leave or people who are
working part-time may find that their jobs are the first to be eliminated if the workplace is under
pressure to find labour efficiencies.
Several people noted that if jobs can be flexible in terms of working hours and days, more people
will be able to consider them. This is particularly important in places experiencing labour shortage.
Depending on the nature of the work, we were told that automation may lend itself to more
opportunities for working remotely, shortened days or alternate hours and these opportunities
would benefit people who are not in a position to commit to full-time work at a prescribed
location. A workforce planner told us that, in some cases, “highly educated women who have
family responsibilities can’t take full time work even if they want it. So they have to take part time
work.”
Where particular employment opportunities are extended, they may be enthusiastically taken up.
One example we heard involved mining projects and an Impact Benefit Agreement with a First
Nation where women were responding proactively to the opportunities presented. “Aboriginal
women are very motivated in wanting to improve their lives and the lives of their families,” one
mining stakeholder told us. “We’re seeing tremendous efforts from these women. We’ll put on
multi-month training sessions and when they’re done, the employment rate is 90% within 60
days.”

JOB OPTIONS FOR PEOPLE FACING BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT
Jobs that are simple, repetitive, and predictable are the most at risk to being lost to automation.
However, several stakeholders pointed out that these are also the kinds of jobs that may be most
suitable for people with lower levels of education or who face other barriers to employment. A
community service worker in Alexandria told us about a laundry service and noted that “some of
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the easier tasks were what people excelled at. With automation those people have to go up a level
of skill.”

“The impact of automation on people who rely on routine, simple tasks
will be negative. They may be able to manage more complicated work but
it will be a challenge.”
- a community service worker in Alexandria
These concerns were echoed by another community service worker who told us that the people
they work with are looking for low skill, repetitive tasks, and those are the ones that are most
easily automated. He shared his concern that the few opportunities that exist for these workers will
become even fewer. Pointing to the agricultural sector, he said “it used to soak up a certain
amount of low skill and seasonal employment and now that’s been automated.”

LOSS OF SMALL BUSINESSES
Stakeholders, particularly in small towns, shared concerns about how to retain businesses for the
benefit of the community. Because transitioning to automation may involve considerable
investment, it is not always a viable choice for small and medium-sized businesses. These
businesses then risk closure. In Kingston, we heard that “businesses are shuttering because they
don’t want to pay to automate and no one wants to buy the business because it’s so out of date.
Any new owner needs to make a significant investment in technology in order to compete.”
Some business owners, we heard, may choose to ‘ride it out’ and finish their careers quite
successfully but without investing in automation or technology. A stakeholder in Sudbury told us
about hardware stores, and tourism operations that followed this model. They worried about the
impacts of these closures on the community. “They may never need to use technology. When
they’re ready to retire they’ll liquidate their business; but what about the community effects?
When businesses close, we lose the jobs, we lose the people, we lose the tax base.”

KEY POINTS FROM SECTION 4: CHALLENGES WITH WORKPLACE AUTOMATION:
Stakeholders reported the following challenges that they are encountering, associated with
automation, reflecting a variety of viewpoints:
+

In some places, employers struggle to fill jobs because people don’t have the new
technological skills they’re looking for.

+

Certain skills are missing in the workforce – hybrid skills in technology, engineering,
mechanics. Soft skills are weak which didn’t used to matter but it does now that robots
have taken over the lower-skilled work.
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+

Employers think that colleges aren’t training people for the right kinds of jobs.

+

Employers may be too demanding in their expectations for new workers and need to
embrace more on-site training.

+

Training workers presents challenges: training costs money and takes time, trained workers
may leave for other companies, not all training is effective.

+

It’s hard for businesses to automate unless everyone in their networks does too.

+

Automation can augment some of the challenges women have always faced in the
workplace.

+

Automation reduces job opportunities for people facing multiple barriers to employment.

+

Automation highlights challenges with retaining small and medium-sized businesses that
contribute to community vitality.
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5. M A X I M I Z I N G B E N E F I T S F R O M A U T O M A T I O N
While participants in this engagement process drew our attention to many challenges created by or
highlighted by automation in the workplace, many also focused enthusiastically on potential
solutions. There are opportunities for government, for businesses, for educators and for workers to
make the best of the shift to workplace automation. These include developing and producing
cutting-edge technologies; collaborative change management; forging better connections between
educators and employers; and providing training options that will maximize the benefits of this
workplace transformation for the greatest number of people.

BUILD, DON’T BUY
When it comes to workplace automation, we were told, we tend to buy; not build. This means that
Ontario and Canada are generally not producing the robotics and technology that is being adopted
in our workplaces. Instead, we are buying and adapting existing technologies from others.
Stakeholders told us this represents a missed opportunity: we are not sufficiently capturing the
new jobs that are involved in creating technology.

“We are buying labour-saving devices but we are not developing them
here.” Not fully embracing automation and getting involved in creating
new technology means that “we will continue to have low educational
attainment and a low skilled workforce. Then we’re really vulnerable
because we will not capture the new jobs created by this process. I’m
concerned for the future here because we are not embracing the
opportunities of automation.”
-a stakeholder in the technology sector in Windsor
In the mining sector, we heard that people have embraced the development of equipment and
technology. A stakeholder noted: “We’ve had mining here for over 100 years which has helped us
develop a good knowledge of the industry and know what’s needed and to develop the next
generation of equipment and tech.” Embracing technology development makes the community
more resilient to future changes. “Even after the mines have disappeared you will still have an
industry here that will service the rest of the world. There are supply services here that export their
products and services to Mexico, Chile, Peru.”
A technology provider spoke of how automation can create new jobs when we build it rather than
buy it. “New jobs will be created. We have over 100 people and the jobs have been created
because of technology. But not all the jobs are in technology. It takes all kinds of people – HR,
marketing, purchasing – to run a company.”
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MANAGE CHANGE EFFECTIVELY
Stakeholders across sectors told us about challenges they had faced in managing change as
automation or new technologies are introduced. When thinking about how to make transitions go
more smoothly, they told us that technological innovation and change works best when it is
introduced in a collaborative manner. If people understand why the technology is being
introduced, there is greater uptake, especially if they see that it will improve or augment their job
as opposed to replacing them. Participants told us that when companies enlist the help of
employees in rolling out new technologies it greatly increases the successful adoption of the
technology.
In the agriculture sector, we heard of people undertaking early consultation: “We try to engage
field workers early in the process and ask them how they think the problems can be fixed. Listen to
them; they have good ideas. They’ve been doing the job for a long time and they know where the
bottlenecks are.”
Some stakeholders spoke of change management in terms of risk mitigation. A stakeholder in the
technology sector told us that, from their perspective, managing change when new technology is
introduced is critical for business: “If a customer is not familiar with the tech then it’s a risk to the
success of the project. We have to manage that risk in the project. We suggest that inclusive
introduction is a best practice. This is how we’ve seen success in the past and we factor it in to our
timelines on projects. We’ve seen poorly introduced systems where bad training leads people to
make critical mistakes; and that breeds extreme resentment amongst workers.”

CONNECT WITH EDUCATION NEEDS
Stakeholders shared concerns that the kinds of skills that business and industry need in workers
are not being effectively taught by the education providers. This presents a unique challenge,
however, as one participant told us: “85% of jobs that are coming in ten years don’t exist yet.” Still,
opportunities exist for better education, not only of workers, but of the general public so they can
understand the reality of automated workplaces which may differ considerably from prevailing
impressions.
Misconceptions about agricultural work, for example, mean “people see agriculture as low skill,
high labour jobs but it’s actually high skill, high tech.” As a result, agricultural jobs can be hard to
fill. A participant in the agriculture industry told us that “there is a shortage in high skill, high tech
workers in agriculture, especially in robotics and equipment repair. It’s not mechanics who are
fixing agricultural equipment, it’s technologists. For every agriculture graduate there are four
relatively high paying jobs available to them.” Connecting the industry’s needs with education
providers, we heard, will help attract the types of employees that the sector needs.
One participant suggested that the province should consider options for supporting curriculum
development in colleges. A workforce planner suggested a fund that colleges could access to do
the research and create the curriculum that responds to the ever-changing job market.
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MAKE TRAINING BETTER
Making training better - by providing adequate funding, by making it flexible to suit different
needs, and by learning from successes - was raised by many stakeholders as a key factor in
maximizing the benefits and minimizing the negative impacts associated with workplace
automation.

Training grants
Several stakeholders told us that grants to employers to provide training were effective, but needed
more support. Government training grants like the Canada-Ontario Job Grant allow employers to
offer more complete and more long-term training than they might otherwise. In the manufacturing
sector we heard that “big companies will train whether they get the grants or not but the grants
allow them to do more. When government grants are restrictive, it restricts the amount of training
that happens.”
Stakeholders across sectors reported that in-house training or mentoring is one of the most
effective means of enhancing the skills of new workers. An economic development worker reported
that “small industries struggle more with training. They’re very focused on where the ball is going,
but we need to focus on how that institutional knowledge is being transferred to the young people
in the facility. To do this, a senior guy [sic] has to hold a young guy’s [sic] hand which decreases
productivity and is expensive. They need grants for that kind of training.”
A labour market specialist also felt that existing training grants, while helpful, were too limited:
“The funding goes to the employer to train their staff. That’s working well for people that are
already working. It helps employers keep their staff current with skills. We should elaborate on that
model and have less restrictions. Under these rules companies can’t do their own training – it has
to be outsourced. That’s a limitation.”

Need flexible training options
Training needs to be designed to fit into workplace realities, we heard. Flexible training options are
required so that they can be customized to suit employers, employees, and job seekers better. In
manufacturing we heard: “We need flexible training options; stuff that’s either delivered online or
in the plant or some combination of both. There could be a training professional on staff in the
plant to jump in during unexpected slow times. Then instead of people sitting around doing
nothing they could get training.”
The same sentiment was shared in Windsor where we heard that “training could be better
incorporated on the job. Companies don’t want employees to take time away from the work. If
training was built into the culture – where it’s part of the job to do retraining and professional
development – it would work better.”
Flexibility with when and where training takes place would alleviate some of the disincentives to
training that we heard about, such as inadvertently giving people too much work: “They are
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currently retraining on a whole new financial system and they’re plucking people out of the job to
learn it and it increases everyone’s workload.”

Training successes
When discussing training needs, participants shared some success stories where they felt that
training was particularly effective or well designed. These successes can offer some insights into
what works well that may be applicable to other situations.
In response to losing engineers to an infrastructure project, we heard that some factories in Eastern
Ontario began to focus more on training their own employees to fill gaps in the workforce and to
encourage employee retention. “Companies were working with Loyalist College to double-train
people. They train for millwrighting and electrical work. These are the jobs they need filled so they
train from within. Even if the pay doesn’t go up from training, people still feel valued and stay at
the company; especially millennials who want to continue learning.”
In Woodstock we also heard about internal training centres that have successfully developed
employees’ skills in a growing company. “Local companies are adopting technical training centres.
An auto parts company started with 12 employees and now has 1100. They have an internal tech
training centre. It used to take them three to nine months to produce the part but now with
adaptive tech they’re producing a prototype within 24 hours.”
In Sudbury we spoke with stakeholders who have established a sector-specific training centre that
operates as a non-profit. “We are a training and development organization primarily for the mining
industry, but also construction, oil and gas, other sectors nationally and internationally. We have a
mine where we teach mining skills. We train workers on special processes in our mine. We train
entry level up to supervisory and leadership. We’ve been around over 20 years and growing. There
are other centres trying to get off the ground around the world and we’re helping to establish
them. We partner with colleges, mining companies or other training organizations to help them
build their own training facilities.”
A union representative in the automotive sector outlined the importance of building strong
partnerships with unions as new technology is introduced. “We have a new technology committee
between the union and the company. The company shows our representatives what the new
technology is and then the committee comes up with the training for the staff.”

Who’s responsible for training?
A key question that was raised when discussing training is who should be responsible for funding,
developing, and delivering training and re-training programs. One participant asked: “who is
responsible for this education and adaptation? It can’t all fall on the government. There are a lot of
private institutions who will benefit and they should bear some responsibility.” Another participant
noted: “not all employers are equipped for training. They think that’s what the schools are for.”
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While many stakeholders felt that the government ought to play a key role in funding and
providing training, we also heard that employers must be the ones driving the content of the
training itself. In Windsor we heard that effective workplace training should be designed by
employers: “training programs that have been most effective are when the employer is allowed to
drive the topics of training but they get government funding to do so. We as the employer drive the
training, not educators. Educational institutions are very important and the connection to industry
is very important. We tell them what kind of skills we’re going to need so they can develop
programs and work on curriculum.”
As a caution, we heard from one participant that “The government has unintentionally created a
dependence on stimulus. So instead of being proactive, you have companies waiting on funding to
install new machines or to upgrade. It’s created a reliance on government support that isn’t
guaranteed.” For stakeholders, the question of who is responsible for mitigating negative impacts
of automation and for training remains.

KEY POINTS FROM SECTION 5: MAXIMIZING THE BENEFITS OF WORKPLACE
AUTOMATION:
Stakeholders interviewed report that the benefits of workplace automation can be maximized by:
+

building rather than buying new technologies or machines; capturing the jobs that are
created by designing, building and maintaining new technology;

+

managing change within workplaces collaboratively to capture the most benefit from the
shift to automation;

+

connecting industry needs with education providers to ensure that education is relevant
and industry’s expectations are realistic;

+

providing better training through training grants, flexible training options, and fostering
strong links between colleges, unions, government, industry.
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6. S U M M A R Y
This report summarizes what we heard about automation in the workplace from 112 individual
stakeholders representing 35 towns and cities captured over the course of 53 interview sessions and
roundtables. Taken together, these interviews reveal a range of impacts brought on by automation,
a variety of challenges that workers, businesses, educators and communities are facing, as well as
a series of interventions that may alleviate the negative impacts tied to automation and maximize
the benefits that this workplace shift can bring. Stakeholders reported that automation is here
whether people like it or not. Moreover, they said it is not a matter of accepting it or rejecting it –
it’s a matter of mitigating its negative impacts and extracting its benefits. Because automation
means very different things in different industries – from robots building cars to software analyzing
consumer data – and because different communities, employers and people will have different
approaches and tools for responding, the impacts of automation will be varied. There will not,
therefore, be a one-size-fits all solution to help workers adjust to the changes brought by
automation.

NEXT STEPS
Phase 2 of this study will run from January to March 2018. All Ontarians are welcome to participate
and to contribute their insights via the online survey and at public workshops that are scheduled to
be held in six Ontario communities:
Sudbury: January 25, 2018

Chatham: January 31, 2018

Woodstock: January 29, 2018

London: February 1, 2018

Windsor: January 30, 2018

Kingston: February 6, 2018

Additional details on locations and times available at http://brookfieldinstitute.ca/robot-talks/.
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